
Special Awards

In Motion / Elementary Level 
Renaissance

(148-44964) Tosa DI / It's Us, the Mustach-ees, Wauwatosa

Recipient: Entire team

For: Emma, not a fan of art, must move through works of art to learn lessons from

each piece-Realism,SilentMovie,Innovation,Expression
Text: Several teams throughout the challenge used the idea of moving into and out of art and interacting with the 
main charaters. This team designed their presentation to highlight the indivual works of art and make the 
beginning, middle, and end of the story feel cohesive with the conflict. Their execution was very exemplary and 
well thought out. The art did not distract from the story; instead, it was the core of the story. The different styles of 
art helped the main character come to appreciate art and support the dynamic change. The use of an original 
silent film for the team element helped immerse the audience in to world of the main character. The characters in 
real life were also in the silent film, and helped the entire performance come to life. This group was very well 
rehearsed, did plenty of research, and were inspired by the different styles of art they used. This resulted with a 
passionate and inspired performance that was clear to all of us.
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Uncharted / Elementary Level 
Spirit of Discovery & Imagination

(148-47998) Dixon Elementary - Elmbrook / The Magical Dixon Dragon Quest,

Brookfield

Recipient: Entire team

For: Nominated for impeccable sportsmanship in their Instant Challenge.
Text: This team demonstrated excellent sportsmanship and patience in the face of an Instant Challenge mix up. 
This team was able to keep their enthusiasm strong and their excitement even stronger when given a tough choice 
to change the order and to place another team before themselves. The appraisers, volunteers, and Challenge 
Masters applaud this team's patience, understanding, and never ending excitement at this year's Sectional 
tournament. We would like to proudly present the Spirit of DI award to The Magical Dixon Dragon Quest!
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